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Brilliant Exile

STRAP LINE
A story of Frederic Chopin and George Sand. Driven by music and revolution, love won
and lost, tragedy and ice cold revenge.

SYNOPSIS
In the autumn of 1831, as his beloved Warsaw is overwhelmed by Russian soldiers, 21 years old Frederic
Chopin arrives in Paris, a refugee. Within months, the brilliant exile is the toast of the town. Never a
man of the people, Chopin plays in soirees for rich Polish émigrés and gets invited to all the best parties.
At one of these, he meets Aurore Dudevant, alias novelist George Sand.
It is an extremely unlikely alliance. Chopin, the retro immaculate dandy, denizen of the 10th
arrondissement, pale and already showing symptoms of the consumptions that will kill him in years. In
love with the most notorious woman of France, a rampant sexual outlaw, cast in the same mould as her
moody, passionate heroines, socialist and revolutionary, a woman with a man’s name and in a man’s
clothing.
Blessed with genius, feted by the rich and influential, Chopin is received with rapture. But the success
and the glory slide relentlessly into despair and tragedy. His years of triumph morph into the anguish of
a doomed relationship, the pain of terminal illness and a creeping inability to drive his body and his
inspiration to work.
15 years after his conquest of Paris, the composer lies destitute and bed ridden in the most expensive
address in Paris, dying with George’s estranged daughter Solange and her baby at his side. While in her
country estate 200 miles away in Berry, George lights a bonfire in her garden and burns all of Chopin’s
letters.
Atmospheric and driven the story is shot through with Chopin’s brilliant, rousing, but darkly resonant
music.

FREDERIC CHOPIN
The myth…
A short and tragic life, heroic Polish patriot and exile, doomed lover of the century’s most
notorious woman.
The reality...
Chopin is the least romantic of artists, appalled by the idea that art has any social relevance, or
indeed any other cause except itself. He is even more conservative socially and politically.
Paris under the July monarchy has returned to a world of hierarchies and titles, breeding and class
and Chopin fits right in. Repelled by the ill dressed and ill mannered, never a man of the people,
he has a horror of upheaval and change.
Unlike Liszt, far from handsome – his famous dandyism a carefully and deliberately structured
creation. Like his music an imperious quest for perfection.
GEORGE SAND
Aurore Dudevant, on vacation from her marriage, is established in Paris with her daughter – her
son back in the country with his father.
The restless provincial wife is a woman on a mission, a rampant sexual outlaw cast in the same
mould as her moody, passionate heroines, she takes a series of lovers – poets, artists, actors,
writers.
She believes that all art has both a social and political purpose, that all people should be dragged
into its orbit. To define her place and status in a society she is determined to overhaul, she takes a
man’s name and a man’s clothes.

SAND AND CHOPIN TOGETHER
The most unlikely of relationships.
George is already notorious when Chopin arrives
in Paris. His is terrified by her when they first
meet – trouser clad, large breasted, wide hipped,
but small, with wings of dark swooping hair and
devouring black eyes.
She listens, intense and enraptured, as Chopin
plays. Her fathomless gaze which has cast her spell
over so many men, does the job on him too. And
he responds, though not sexually – artistically is
the only way.
All that attracts George to Chopin (his genius,
intellectual subtlety, reserve, fastidious manner
and dress) is inseparable from the shame, disgust
and guilt he feels about sex.
Amazingly, the sexual outlaw accepts his – though
it is entirely foreign to her experience of other
men. Together they will be the greatest of
European artists.
And it works. For a while...

PRODUCTION COMPANIES
Chopin Films
producers: Steve Timmins, Jeff Dowson, Ákos Tóth
Chopin Films was established for the Brilliant Exile project, with the leadership of
BBC veteran Steve Timmins.

Parkland Pictures
producer: John Cairns
Parkland Pictures produces and sells feature films and documentaries for the
international market as well as acquiring worldwide sales rights for outside
productions.

screenplay

Jeff Dowson

genre

feature film, drama
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English

length of film
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length of shootings
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DISTRIBUTION

Target audience: male and female over 16.
Target market: worldwide.
Ways of distribution: cinema, tv broadcasting, dvd, internet, vod, pay tv
FESTIVALS

Our main focus is to participate in Category “A” Film Festivals to spread the word,
nevertheless all international festivals are favoured.
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